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No blackmail and political game have triumphed, but political pragmatism, democratic and free market mechanisms. Once triggered, the crisis has
shown immediate costs, economic, electoral and political.
What separates the American crisis of the last weeks of bickering slums in our government? Political parties are not in parliament we understand ourselves. Political
blackmail back in our population is plentiful. The crisis resulted in the prospect of default and bankruptcy budget I lacked. One major difference, however, is: none of the
ingredients that sparked the American crisis were not found in its resolution. No blackmail and political game have triumphed, but political pragmatism, democratic and
free market mechanisms. Once triggered, the crisis has shown immediate costs, economic, electoral and political. In the predictions, sweeping surveys and analyzes,
the parties struck a deal for a temporary compromise to avoid a catastrophe for the country that would be compromised and their credibility.
The crisis has become a hot event in the Romanian press. About three weeks ago, Republican lawmakers have conditioned budget vote last months of being rejected,
or at best delay, implementing health insurance reform Obama called them, ironically, "Obamacare" - a nickname which later became a positive brand. "Blackmail
republican", as labeled by the Washington Post, but it did not work. Convinced that has popular support for health reform, Obama refused any concessions saying he
intends to do political favors Republicans just for doing their duty to vote on the budget. Blocking the federal budget vote last months of throwing public sector in crisis.
The federal government has reduced activity to a minimum. Nearly one million employees were sent on unpaid leave immediately. This is another difference worth
carefully considered: government employees held office with the idea that they would find the money retroactively. With no budget, the federal government acted as a
private company can not spend a dime if there is money in the account, or as a family that can not buy anything without a penny in his pocket. As a result, looked like
Washington Post, Treasury has closed 82% of the activity, and the Department of Public Health - about 50%. Justice, military, law enforcement services operated at
higher capacity for strategic reasons. For states like Alaska, found in 60% owned by the federal government, the crisis has clearly affected the population's access to
public services and the conduct of daily life. Even with these austerity measures, the government was threatened by the prospect of default at the end of this week when
federal debt ceiling set by Congress, by law, was expected to run out.
Political analysts have pointed out that the crisis will snowball principle. Elisabeth Ananias, one of the teachers of public policy at Duke University interviewed for a block
policy analysis on its website noted that since the million federal employees who receive their salaries, private firms will not receive money for government contracts, the
crisis will grab link after link, the small business will not be able to receive loans from the Small Business Administration, social programs will not be honored by
throwing millions of families in poverty. According to estimates, leaving the government for a month would have resulted in a loss of 55 billion dollars, throwing the
country back into deep recession. Beyond this chain of losses - as Professor in the School of Business at Duke, Campbell Harvey, the crisis effects in terms of risk
perception and hence economic instability, with consequences in terms of investment: "Risk means that companies are reluctant to employment and companies refuse
to invest capital, "says Professor Harvey, concluding that the government crisis means America steps back on the road to economic normality. The plan election polls
showed Republicans costs for crisis that triggered it. In contrast, the crisis was a balm for Democrats, who have gained political credit without any effort. In the
Republican camp, the crisis revealed the ideological fractures between radical and the moderate conservatives. The spokesman for the House of Representatives,
Republican John Boehner, tried a compromise day, proposing budget provided Democrats voting to accept two amendments to Obamacare. The most important
amendment would have removed tax on medical devices, an important source of income for "Obamacare." Beyond cancellation of significant resources reform
amendment has symbolic value, Republicans are fierce opponents of taxes to the state. Negotiation failed. Yesterday, however, Republicans and Democrats voted an
agreement to end the crisis. Basically, Republicans have waived the requirement involving "Obamacare", except for small changes, the introduction of an additional
verifications capital companies will qualify for federal grants in order to give employees health insurance. The agreement was voted the day before the deadline would be
thrown America into default. Triggers crisis, Republicans have swallowed, assumed defeat and voted a provisional budget. The alternative would have been like blackmail
to continue, Republicans flex their muscles country into default, which would have affected the credibility domestically and internationally. Finally we are used to at
home.
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